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is to to
vector ofgravity. We also find that
presence of the
to a gravitropic Chara
in a dense medium so as toyielda neutrally
buoyant eliminates the
gravitropic response. These results along
with the rapid rate of cytoplasmic streaming
and the lack of any visible sedimenting
particles in theinternodal indicate that
thestatolith model for gravisensing cannot
be invoked to of
Chara "shoots." thegravitational
pressures model ofgravitropism is able to
explain these data.
V!-''-_\.A,L'-.L,L,L.h. there is a definite advantage to
.h.,L ...., v ,L,L.L,LV',L. !-,,L,L.V'.h.'~,L,L,-,V,LV'Roots growing
ri l\1,"XTn "I:"XTO yri c into the soil would allow
them to water and nutrients.
Whereas it would be advantageous for
the leaves on stems to grow and orient
themselves upwards, towards the sun.
But how do plants sense direction
the vector of One theory is
known as the statolith theory This
model involves sedimenting particles as
the gravity sensor in an analogous way
to invertebrates. However, the sedimenting
particles (statoliths) are intracellular, as
opposed to the extracellular particles in
invertebrates. It is these sedimenting
statoliths that the model proposes sense
in order in know which direction the
vector of is pointing. However,
there are some basic problems with the
statolith theory Plants that do not
contain statoliths, such as Chara corallina,
are still gravitropic (Westing 1971). Also,
statolith deficient Arabidopsis thaliana
can sense and respond to in the
absence of starch (Caspar and Pickard
1989; Kiss et. al. 1989).
An alternate theory is the
,L .. \.A",LV',L,L\.A,L pressures theory (Wayne et.
al. 1990). It states that a cell monitors
the difference between the static
buoyancy of the protoplast and the
'-'L ...... ''-',L,L,L'..... ,L medium. The theory also states
that there is a proteinaceous
connection between the cell wall and
plasma membrane that is able to sense
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compression at the bottom of the cell
and tension at the of the cell.
In complex a stimulus,
such as can be sensed in one cell
type tissue and transmitted through
multiple others before a response is
achieved. Chara corallina, an aquatic
plant, has an interesting characteristic
that makes it a good model organism for
studying gravitropism. Chara has large
internodal cells, up to 10 em. Therefore,
both the stimulus and response must
occur in the same cell or a few contiguous
cells. This makes it easier to determine
where signalsare coming from. Also, Chara
has previously been shown to exhibit
gravityinduced polarity of cytoplasmic
streaming (Staves et. al. 1995).
This experiment was completed to
determine whether the statolith free cells
of Chara corailuu: exhibit a gravity
growth response (i.e. gravitropism).
These experiments will also test between
the statolith theory and gravitational
pressures theory of gravisensing.
Methods and Materials
Chara corillina Klein ex. Wild. em
R.D.W (= Chara australis R. Brown) was
cultured in aquaria containing a soil/
water medium under continuous white
fluorescent light as described in Wayne
and Staves (1991). Each individual plant
was grown in 35mm film canisters for
ease in transport and reorientation. For
each treatment, a different plant was
reoriented horizontally on placed in the
mouth of a bottle for stabilization. The
bottle was placed on a plastic test tube
rack for easier visualization (Figure l a).
Within moments of reorienting the
plant, a time lapse video was begun
using a professional digital Pixera
camera and Pixera software. Images
were gathered every 15 minutes for
either 18 or 24 hours. The initial images
showed Cnara oriented horizontally and
typically the final images would show
Chara reoriented to vertical (Figure 1b) .
Gravitropic and phototropic curvature
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was monitered while Cnara plants were
growing in containing a
soil/water medium or a 2°16 sucrose
solution (20.Og/ L; density ~1010
The sucrose was dissolved in
artificial pond water (APW; 0.1 mmollL
NaCl, 0.1 mmollL KCl, 0.1 mmollL
CaC12) . The apical cells were removed
with scissors just prior to the initiation
of image gathering. Illumination for
photography was provided with cool
white fluorescent tubes. When red light
was needed, red theatrical transparencies
covered the light source.
Statistical analyses were performed
using Microsoft Excel. All data are
presented as the mean ± the standard
error of the mean.
Results
When Cnaraplants are orientated
perpendicularly to the vector of gravity
and white light, the two most apical
internodal cells curve such that their
combined curvature is 900 (i.e. parallel to
the vector of light and gravity, figure 2a).
In this combined photoropic and
gravitropic curvature, there is typically a
one hour lag period after reorientation
before curvature is visible, followed by
six hours of rapid curvature. Curvature is
complete within ca. 14 hours (figure 2a).
Cnara plants stimulated by gravity
only; i.e. orientated horizontally and
illuminated only by dim red light
perpendicular to the vector of gravity;
also respond such that the two most
apical internodal cells curve 900 . In the
absence of a light stimulus, the lag time
is less than 15 minutes and the kinetics
of curvature are slower than in response
to both a gravity and light stimulus.
Gravicurvature is typically complete
within 18 hours (figure 2b).
To test whether the apical
internodal cell is required for curvature,
we surgically removed these cells from
the plants immediately after reorienting
the plants to the vector of gravity Plants
with their apical internodal cells
removed respond normally to a
combination of white light and
stimuli whereas plants
stimulated gravity alone do not
curve
To test the validity of the
gravitational pressures theory of
gravisensing, Chara plants were grown
in a 2% sucrose solution. The density of
the solution (=::1010 kglm3) is close to
the density of the Chara protoplast.
Therefore, the protoplast was neutrally
buoyant within the extracellular matrix.
The plants with neutrally buoyant
protoplasts respond normally to a
combination of white light and gravity
stimuli (figure Zd) whereas plants
stimulated by gravity alone do not curve
(figure Zd).
Discussion
We have demonstrated that the
internodal cells of Chara are both
gravitropic and phototropic. Although it
may be assumed that Chara is positively
buoyant in water and its orientation is
simply due to its buoyancyr, Chara is in
fact negatively buoyancy in water. A
horizontally orientated Chara plant
exhibited positive phototropic and
gravitropic response when stimulated by
both light and gravity Similarly; when
the photostimulus is eliminated and
only gravity is affecting the tropic
response there is still a positive response
with a curvature of the two most apical
internodal cells being complete within
14 hours.
As shown, a 900 curvature of Chara
to gravity only is slower than light and
gravity This demonstrates that the
gravisensing stimulus does not saturate
the curvature response. The rate of
curvature is increased when both light
and gravity are sensed.
It can be difficult to study curvature
responses in many plant species because
the stem (or other plant part actually
curving) is made of many different
tissues. Therefore, it would be nearly
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Removal of Apical Cell
By removing the apical cell, gravitropic
curvature was eliminated. However, the
removing
,,...,.t-r~'1"""" r",rl,.,1 cell
(data not shown).
weight of the apical cell can stimulate
the gravity response even if chemical
communication is 1"1""\ YOl1 h1tDrl
It is not the
gravity and
internodal cells
the "leaf'
still reorient to
Growth in 2°16 Sucrose
Being in a sucrose ...... "-'~.\.Al..~."-'.L.L
(density ~1010 kg/m3, approximately
the same as that of the Chara protoplast
which is 1015 +/- 4 kg/m3 (Staves et. al.
1997)) did not inhibit growth and the
ability for Chara to curve. Sucrose is a
substance that is permeable to the cell
wall of Cnara but not to the plasma
membrane. That is needed to test the
validity of the gravitational pressures
theory since the theory is dependent on
the buoyancy interaction between the
cell wall and plasma membrane. Still,
sucrose may be a metabolite. Future
work could use an inorganic non-
metabolite such as Dextran 500 that is
still permeable to the cell wall but not
the plasma membrane.
Since the the sucrose
solution and protoplast are nearly
the same, the protoplast was neutrally
buoyant within the cell wall. That is,
there was no settling of the protoplast at
the bottom of the cell wall or tension at
the top. Since neutral buoyancy had no
effect on the phototropic response, the
photoreceptors must not be stimulated
by the interaction between the cell wall
and plasma membrane. But since the
graviresponse was eliminated, it can be
inferred that communication between
the cell wall and plasma membrane in
necessary for gravisensing. This is not
consist with the statolith theory but is
consist with the gravitational pressure
theory of gravisensing.
If the statolith theory were the
mechanism by which Chara sensed gravi--
t~ then reorientating a plant horizontally
in a solution where the protoplast was
phototropic was not. This makes
sense since auxins are phototropically
stimulated 1963).
that communication from the apical cell
to the to last is vital for a
gravitropic but not a phototropic
response. a valuable
tool to the
signal
It could
to last
and apical cell to curve. If
this were true the second to last cell
would send the signal to the apical cell
to curve. With this scenario, the apical
cell must reciprocate by sending another
signal to the second to last cell, since the
curvature is eliminated when the apical
cell is removed. Therefore, if the second
to last cell is responsible for gravisensing,
it would signal the apical cell which
would in turn signal the second to last
cell. Using Ockham's razor, it seems that
the case where the apical cell is the
gravisensor and communicates with the
second to last cell is the more plausible
of the two scenarios. It would be
impossible to test the hypothesis of the
second to last cell sending the signals
because removing the second to last cell
would obviously inhibit gravitropism.
However, it has been demonstrated that
preventing any curving prior to the last
node (barring the second to last cell
from moving) does not hinder the apical
cell from curving (data not shown). This
shows that the physical movement of the
second to last cell is not required for the
apical cell to curve.
It is also possible that the weight of
the apical cell is important for
gravisensing. And With the final cell
removed, the gravitropic response is
eliminated. To test this hypothesis, the
apical cell could be ligated using sewing
thread just above the final node. This
would prohibit any communication
between the final two internodal cells
and demonstrate whether or not the
growth ...... <Al..._v.l. .l.j~""",
Another reason Chara is a good
model organism is that the internodal
cells are positively phototropic and
negatively gravitropic. Since Cnara is at
the base of the phylogenic tree yielding
higher plants, it can be parsimoniously
inferred that the gravisensingmechanism
in Cnara is the same for higher plants.
It was shown that red light, though
allowingfor photosynthesis to continue
does not exhibit a phototropic response in
Chara. Future work could examine the
action spectrum for phototropism in Chara.
It was observed the two apical
internodal cells of a
1t-r>.'1",,...,.,.,t-"T,,,I'T if
there shoot growing, it is
shoot only that responds to gravity: This
indicates that there may be a release of
hormone in response to the gravity
signal between the curving cells only: If
this were not true, then when both the
apical cells as well as the lateral shoots
were present on the same plant, both
would curve. The energy for reorientation
seems to be directed toward the newest
growth. Similarly; auxins could be
important for the observed curvature,
since it is the newest meristematic tissues
that curve. Future investigation into this
area could be conducted using auxins
inhibitors to determine the role auxin
plays in curvature.
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neutrally buoyant should have no effect
on the gravicurvature. the
density of the external medium can have
no effect on the sedimentation of intra-
cellular particles because density of
the protoplast
Therefore, the ....... \..~.\..v.l..l.,\...l..l. ......
settle to the
response to
opposite the .l.v ...... lAL..l.'-".l..l.
within the cell.
in water ....,<A..l..~\.J\.J.L.l..L.J,C>lTr'I,...rtlt5C"C'
ference in the
medium and the
the rocks ,,>.JL...... L.\.J.l.. .l.\...l..l. .......;
the bottom of the ....,<A..l..~v\.J"~.l. ...... '~.l.""".l.""'.l."-.I.l.""",
according to
gravisensing
buoyancy of the 1-/.l.""\..v+..I.l.~'-)\...
data shown,
The '''''',.r' ....'''''j-''.r-I~I
not known to
previously ....... .L.L,.................... \..-.l..l.L..I ..................... \.. ..... ,L.V.L.J,.\...L.l.>.J
present, the
gravitational 1-/.L .....' .......>.Jy~.l. .............
gravisensing.
reoriented to
there must be ~""'r',.h'........ n"\C>['hr-11'"\1C'lm
which Chara is
gravitational (J1,-.QQ.I,.)'1\,..-Q
it is the h, '''''''TU''''''' ""TT
within the cell is the YY\c.""h" ....... 'roYY\
by which the cell is able to sense gravity
There would be compression at the
bottom of the cell and a tension at the
top of the cell between the cell wall and
the plasma membrane. It has been
shown that an integrin or integrin-like
protein could very well be the link
between the cell wall and plasma
membrane (Wayne et. al. 1991;
Blackman et. at, 2(01). At the
gravitational 1-/.l. ......>.J>.J'-'J• .l. ......>.J
best model to
on
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Figure 1: Chara were grown in small canisters for ease in and reorientation (Ia). For each trial, a plant was
oriented hr\1'"1'7r',n1'rllhT and monitored with time video. Typical initial (bottom left) and final (bottom right) video frames (Lb),
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Figure 2:
The effects of three treatments on Chara.
rr"Y'" .. nt-1~""Y"\1 r> stimuli in a
apical
eliminated. 1-1 " .... T"TT" -s-
response is still
Chara in a sucrose -.JVJ.\.-\LJ.VJ.J..
making the protoplast
the graviresponse is eliminated but the
photoresponse is not
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